
Start Windows in Safe Mode to Fix
Malware Infections and Other Problems

Perhaps you’re struggling to get rid of a malware
infection that won’t go away. Perhaps you’ve
installed a new program or hardware driver
that’s causing Windows to give you ‘blue screen’
errors and crash – or perhaps it’s preventing you
from even signing into Windows.

The solution is Safe Mode, a special Windows
mode that makes these types of problem much
easier to solve. Read on to learn what Safe Mode
is and how to use it.
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This article shows you how to:

� Why Safe Mode makes system problems easier to solve

� How to restart your computer in Safe Mode

� How to get into Safe Mode if Windows won’t start
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What is Safe Mode and How Does it Help?
Let’s start by considering what happens when Windows
starts normally. This mode doesn’t really have a name, but
for easy comparison we’ll call it ‘Normal Mode’.

In Normal Mode, by the time you reach your desktop, quite
a lot has happened:

•   Windows has read all your settings and preferences to
set things up just as you like them – your screen
resolution, wallpaper, colour scheme and vast numbers
of other items you’ve chosen and changed over the time
you’ve been using your PC.

•   Dozens of ‘services’ have been started. These are invisible
programs which run behind the scenes to manage all
sorts of different aspects of your PC: playing sounds,
handling printing, updating Windows, connecting you to
your network and the Internet, managing security,
indexing your files, and much more.

•   Windows has loaded the driver programs for your
hardware to get your devices working – those inside your
PC (such as your graphics card and sound module) and
external hardware such as your printer, mouse and
keyboard.

•   You probably have at least a handful of ‘startup programs’
which are always launched as soon as Windows starts.
Some of these might run briefly and then exit, while
others (such as your anti-virus program) continue running
until your PC shuts down again.

Almost all of this happens for our benefit, of course, and
when everything is running smoothly we’re perfectly happy
with it. Sometimes, however, all this helpfulness is just
getting in your way!

Starting
Windows
‘normally’

Your preferences
are read

Services are
started

Hardware device
drivers are
loaded

Startup
programs begin
running
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For those times, there’s Safe Mode. When you start the
computer in Safe Mode, most of the steps above are skipped:

•   Windows ignores the majority of your settings. You’ll
notice this as soon as Safe Mode starts, as everything
looks very plain: it still looks familiar, but in a rather dull,
unattractive way that consists of a lot of black and grey.

•   Only the essential services are started, those that are
absolutely required for Windows to run.

•   Windows doesn’t load any of your startup programs.

•   Only basic hardware drivers are loaded. These are simple
drivers built into Windows that do the bare minimum to
get your screen, mouse, keyboard and other essential
hardware working. The majority of other drivers are
ignored (so any unusual hardware devices you have
probably won’t work while you’re in Safe Mode).

When to use Safe Mode
As you can probably tell, Safe Mode isn’t doing anything
directly to solve whatever problem you have with your PC,
but that’s not its intention. What it does is to provide an
extremely basic form of Windows that’s guaranteed to work
for everyone.

S 014/3
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Safe Mode 
works differently

Settings are
ignored

Fewer services
and no startup
programs

Only basic
hardware drivers

A better
environment for
troubleshooting

One noticeable effect of those basic hardware drivers is
that everything on your screen will look quite a lot
bigger than it does in Normal Mode because Windows
is using a basic graphics driver with quite a low
resolution. The result is that windows, buttons and icons
will look rather large and clumsy, and your Start menu
might extend to the top of your screen. Likewise, if you
have a large number of icons pinned to your taskbar,
you might find that your taskbar has to show them in
two rows, making it twice as tall.

!
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won’t uninstall
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cause of a
problem
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So when is Safe Mode worth using? Quite simply, whenever
you can’t fix a problem using Normal Mode. To give you
some examples:

•   When Windows starts loading but won’t finish, or
crashes when you try to sign in. In some cases, you can
find that this type of problem is fixed just by starting
the computer successfully in Safe Mode and then just
restarting it normally again.

•   If you have a malware infection that won’t go away.
Malware usually works by getting itself started
automatically as Windows starts, and using multiple
small programs which all keep watch on one another: if
one piece is stopped or removed, another piece puts it
back or starts it again. In Safe Mode, the malware should
never get itself started, so it should be straightforward
to remove it.

•   If you’ve installed or upgraded a hardware driver which
causes Windows to crash (usually during startup when
drivers are being loaded). Since Safe Mode skips those
drivers, you’ll be able to uninstall it.

•   When you’re trying to uninstall a program, but it refuses
to go because it’s said to be currently running (or some
part of it is running). In Safe Mode, it could only start
running if you started it yourself (which you obviously
wouldn’t do!), so the uninstall process should succeed.

•   For troubleshooting purposes when your PC is mis-
behaving in some way. For instance, if you find you
don’t have the same problem when the PC is running in
Safe Mode, that tells you the problem is likely related to
a hardware driver or startup program being loaded in
Normal Mode. You might launch each of your startup
programs in turn to see if you can identify the one that’s
causing trouble.
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Is Windows
starting
successfully?

Hold Shift and
click Restart

Choose
Troubleshoot…
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Windows 10 or 8.1: Start Your PC in
Safe Mode
For the two latest versions of Windows, the first question is
whether you can start Windows successfully. If the problem
you’re having is preventing you from getting to your
desktop (or from staying there long enough to do anything
useful), skip ahead to page 8.

If you can get into Windows, follow these steps to restart
the PC in Safe Mode:

1.  Press the key combination + to open the
‘power user’ menu at the left of your screen. On this
menu, move the mouse to Shut down or sign out .

2.  Hold down the key and click on Restart .
(The Shift key is crucial: without it, you’d just be
restarting the PC in the usual way and you’d land
back in ‘Normal Mode’ again.)

3.  After a few seconds, your screen
will turn light blue and you’ll
arrive at the beginning of a series
of menu pages. The first of these
pages is headed ‘Choose an option’,
pictured to the right. On this page,
click on Troubleshoot .

1

2

3

X

Shift
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…then Advanced
options

Go to Start-up
settings

Click Restart

Choose your
preferred option

4.  This takes you to another blue page headed ‘Trouble-
shoot’. On this one, click on Advanced options.

5.  On the ‘Advanced options’ page, pictured below, click
on Start-up Settings .

6.  This leads you to another page where, if you pause
to read the bulleted items in the list, you’ll finally
see a mention of Safe Mode. Here, click the Restart
button .

7.  Now your PC will restart, and shortly after that you’ll
arrive at one final light blue screen, pictured on the
opposite page. This screen lists various things you 

4

5

4

5
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With Internet
access…

…or without

For problem-solving purposes, there are no other items
in this list you’re likely to find useful. However, perhaps
you’ve changed your mind about using Safe Mode? If
so, as you’ll see at the bottom of the screen, you can
press rather than typing a number to return to
Windows in ‘Normal Mode’.

Enter

7.  might want to do, each represented by a number, and
you choose one by typing the corresponding number
on your keyboard. (On this screen, the mouse can’t
be used to select options.) Now you have a choice:

    •   Do you expect to need Internet access while
you’re in Safe Mode, perhaps to research
something or to download updates for your anti-
malware program? If so, you’ll need to use ‘Safe
Mode with Networking’ (item 5 in the list), so
press the key on your keyboard.

    •   If you won’t need Internet access, it’s best to keep
things as simple as possible and not enable it.
That means you’ll want the ordinary ‘Safe Mode’
(item 4 in the list), so press the key.4

5
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8.  Now wait a few moments and you’ll arrive at the
familiar sign-in screen for Windows. Sign into your
account in the usual way and you’ll find yourself in
Safe Mode.
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You arrive in
Safe Mode

Can you get as
far as the sign-in
screen?

Hold Shift and
choose Restart

If Windows fails
to load three
times…

…you can follow
similar steps

If Windows 10 or 8.1 won’t start successfully
The steps starting on page 5 assumed you could get to your
Windows desktop, but perhaps you can’t. Can you at least
get to the sign-in screen?

If so, you’ll see a ‘Power’ icon in the bottom-right corner of
that screen. Click it to display a menu, then hold down the

key and click Restart (the key is crucial or
you’ll just be restarting Windows again in Normal Mode.)
You can then jump back to step 3 on page 5 and continue
following the same steps from there.

If Windows isn’t making it as far as the sign-in screen, it’s
obviously crashing at some point during start-up. Oddly,
that could be helpful: keep trying to start Windows, and
after three failed attempts in a row, the fourth should take
you to the blue-and-white ‘Automatic Repair’ screen
pictured below: 

Click on Advanced options and this will lead you to the
‘Choose an option’ screen pictured in step 3 on page 5. Now
just continue following the steps from that point onwards.

ShiftShift
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Still no luck? There are three more methods you can try.
Methods 2 and 3 are sure to work, but both might involve
something of a rigmarole and the use of another PC
(perhaps one belonging to a friend or relative), so give
Method 1 a try first.

•   Method 1: switch on your PC and immediately press and
hold down the key. This might start booting
Windows into Safe Mode, but much depends on your PC
– it won’t always be successful. It’s worth trying two or
three times, but after that I’d suggest giving up on this
method.

•   Method 2: have you created a recovery drive (on a USB
flash drive), or can you borrow one from someone who
has? If so, you can boot your PC from this flash drive
and arrive at the ‘Choose an option’ screen shown in step
3 on page 5. If you don’t have a recovery drive, can you
get your hands on a PC with Windows 10 or 8.1? If so
you’ll need a blank 16 GB (or larger) flash drive at the
ready. Open Control Panel, search for the word recovery
and choose Create a recovery drive and then follow the
simple steps presented, ensuring you tick the option Back
up system files to the recovery drive in the first step.

•   Method 3: do you have (or can you borrow) an
installation DVD for Windows 10 or 8.1? If so, boot your
PC from this disc, click Next at the Windows Setup
screen, then choose Repair your computer (not Install!)
at the bottom of the window. If you can’t get your hands
on one of these discs, you can create one yourself using
any PC with a DVD-burning drive. Visit the URL below
and click Download tool now to download Microsoft’s
Media Creation Tool and use this to create a Windows
10 DVD: www.microsoft.com/en-gb/softwaredownload
/windows10

F8
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Three more
methods to try

Hold F8 as the
PC starts

Booting the PC
from a recovery
drive

Booting from 
a Windows
installation DVD
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As the PC
starts…

…press F8
repeatedly

You reach a page
of options

Use the arrow
keys to select 
an option

With Internet
access…
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1.  If Windows is running, you
need to restart the PC, so open
the Start menu, click the little
arrow beside the Shut down
button and choose Restart.
Having done that, get your finger poised over the

key on your keyboard.

8.  If your computer isn’t currently running, get your
finger ready somewhere near the key on your
keyboard and press the PC’s power switch to turn on.

2.  As soon as the PC is starting (or restarting), you see
a black screen which quickly gains some white text.
As soon as you see this black screen (and/or white
text), start tapping the key repeatedly, about
twice per second.

3.  After a few seconds of tapping, you should arrive at
the white-on-black screen pictured on the next page.
(If you don’t, and instead you see Windows 7 starting
in its normal way, I’m afraid you’ll have to let it do
that, then restart it again and have another go with
the key.)

4.  On this screen, you use the up/down arrow keys on
your keyboard to select the option you want and
then press the key. At the moment, the
topmost option (‘Repair Your Computer’) is selected
and you want one of the next two: 

    •   Do you expect to need Internet access while
you’re in Safe Mode, perhaps you want to research

F8

F8

F8

Enter

F8

Windows 7: Start Your PC in Safe Mode
Getting into Safe Mode in Windows 7 always involves re-
starting the PC. Here’s what to do:

:
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…or without

Press Enter and
Windows starts
in Safe Mode

Safe Mode looks
a little different
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What to Do When Safe Mode Starts
As I mentioned earlier, Safe Mode looks very much like
‘normal’ Windows, but with some differences. The low screen
resolution makes everything larger than you’re used to,
although it all still works in the same way, and you’ll see
the words ‘Safe Mode’ stamped in each corner of the desktop
as a reminder you’re not in ‘Normal Mode’. You’ll probably

8.  something or to download updates for your anti-
malware program? If so, you’ll need to use ‘Safe
Mode with Networking’, so press the key twice
to select it.

•   If you won’t need Internet access, it’s best to keep
things as simple as possible and not enable it. That
means you’ll want the ordinary ‘Safe Mode’, so press
the down-arrow key once to select it.

5.  Press the key and Windows will start in Safe
Mode. As it does, you’ll see some technical-looking
details whizz past on the screen, but ignore those.
After a short while you’ll arrive at the familiar
Windows 7 log-in screen: sign into your account in
the usual way and you’ll find yourself in Safe Mode.

Enter
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Now you can fix
the problem…

…and then
restart Windows
normally

also see a Help window explaining Safe Mode: this is worth
keeping handy, but you may want to minimise it to get it
out of your way.

Now you’re ready to set about solving the problem that
couldn’t be fixed in Normal Mode, such as removing a
malware infection or uninstalling an obstinate program.

When you’ve finished using Safe Mode and you’re ready to
return to ‘normal’ Windows, just restart the computer in the
usual way: in Windows 10 or Windows 8.1, open the ‘power
user’ menu again and click on Restart (this time without
holding down the key); in Windows 7, open the Start
menu, click the arrow beside the Shut down button and
choose Restart.

There’s nothing further to do: the computer will restart in its
usual way and automatically take you back to the more-
familiar view of Windows.

Shift
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